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Dear Friends,
Ages ago, in a pre-Covid world, we booked the Colosseum for our first concert of the 2020/21 season on Wednesday 28th October. The
programme planners were tentatively suggesting an all-Mozart programme to include the Jupiter Symphony, the Requiem and the very
beautiful motet Ave Verum Corpus. Then when the pandemic forced us to cancel our performance of Messiah last April, we optimistically
decided to shift it to the autumn – having ascertained that in principle our chosen soloists would be happy to join us then too. Yet here
we are, on the very date booked for us, with no concert at all! Sadly, most choirs and orchestras find themselves in the same position but
judging by the very large number of groups springing up throughout the country, many people are finding a degree of solace in the range
of virtual opportunities on offer. In this last month alone, you could have been singing the final movement of Mahler’s 2nd Symphony
(The Resurrection); The Creation; Beethoven’s Ode to Joy – and the first verse of Once in Royal David’s City as the test piece chosen by Michael
in what we hope will be a WPS online Christmas Concert to be offered to family and friends and the wider world! Keep up to date with
developments by tuning in to our Monday evening Zoom rehearsals and checking our website for new carols to record.
Meanwhile, this bumper issue of Corona Chronicle offers you A Tale of Two Chairs with contributions from our current Chairman,
David Pollak and a letter to friends from Alan Bannister, holder of that office from 2007 to 2012. Alan now lives in North Devon
but retains a keen interest in the Society. We also have musical biographies from another of our WPS couples, Edgar & Eleanor
Anderson, and a contribution from one of our newer members, Sophie Crump. Last, but not least, Queen of the Monday evening
raffle table, Valerie Proudley, tells of her long association with a succession of choirs. And in case you’re wondering what a gallery of
famous musical faces from the past is doing here on the front page, you’ll need to turn to page 4 to find out and discover a bit more
about our Society’s proud history!
I hope you will enjoy getting to know more about the running of the Society as well as meeting more of our members. More
contributions needed, please!
Judy

Many of you will remember Alan Bannister – Chair of Watford Philharmonic Society from 2007 to 2012. Here, he tells of the musical
life to be enjoyed in North Devon where he now lives. Alan helped to drive several major changes to the way we run the Society and as a
talented amateur graphic designer himself, introduced a new range of publicity items including concert flyers and programmes, many of
which can now be seen on our website. He was also responsible for the first major revamp of the website, giving us a good foundation for
the developments which have followed – the first of these undertaken by Liz Defries and subsequently by Steve Crocker and Tim
Pettigrew. Our thanks to all our tech-savvy volunteers!

Alan writes: Hello to all my WPS friends – those I know already, and those I have yet to meet!
For the benefit of those who don’t know me, I was a member of the Phil for nearly 25 years, up to 2013 when Margaret and I moved down
to our family home in north Devon. In spite of the distant move I try to keep up to date as best I can with what is going on, including reading
the Corona Chronical which Tim Venner sends me (when he remembers!). Alan & Margaret continue to support us as Friends of WPS. Tim
is Friends Secretary and keeps lines of communication open with as many of them as possible (Ed.)
Judy N-D thought you might be interested to hear about musical life here in Devon, by way of comparison with the rather different world of
South West Herts.
Not long after arriving here, a friend in the village introduced me to the North Devon Choral Society, and I was soon enrolled. The society
is similar in size to WPS – and like WPS it starts each season with around 120 members. Unlike Watford, it has no orchestra of its own.
Devon has a long tradition of Male Voice Choirs, so we have a few more men than the Phil, but even so, the altos still make up the biggest
section. The age profile of the choir is similar to that of the Phil
We only do three concerts each year – autumn, spring and summer, but no Christmas Concert. We sing a similar repertoire to the Phil, and
since 2013 I have performed, amongst others, works by Bach, Duruflé, Elgar, Jenkins, Mendelssohn, Verdi and Vaughan Williams. Our
summer concert is usually a light programme and has included an evening of Shakespeare, Merrie England, and a piece about Mrs Beeton’s
Book of Household Management! The long tradition of people in Devon being busy in the summer looking after holiday makers means we
have a much smaller choir (around 60) by then.
The big differences down here are the lack of a decent concert hall, and the geographically widespread membership. WPS is so lucky to have
access to the Colosseum and a catchment area of around 1.5million people within a 30-minute drive (not that I am asking for 1.5 million
people to move to North Devon!) We have no proper concert hall in the region, and the combined population of Devon and Cornwall is
only about 1.3million. So, most of our concerts are in churches and an audience of 300 is doing really well. We rehearse in a church in
Barnstaple – a round trip from home of up to 40 miles for some members, and generally perform in a large church in Great Torrington – a
one-hour trip each way for yours truly. It’s a good venue in many ways, but hardly posh frocks and drinks in the bar during the interval.
Of course, everything has gone quiet since lockdown. All our 2020 concerts have been cancelled and we have not met to rehearse since
March. Lots of discussions on what we might do – and I have been very impressed with the success of the WPS Zoom rehearsals. They may
not be the greatest musical experience, but they keep members in touch and voices alive!
Very best wishes to you all
Alan

These are some of Alan’s programme covers. He introduced the concept of running the same striking design elements through a concert’s
publicity cycle via advance advertising with flyers, posters etc. which continues to this day in the very capable hands of our current
Publicity Manager, Pam Allanson. The production of programmes and publicity material is a major element of the Society’s business
to which many people have made significant contributions. They include John Jefkins, Heather Russell and Judith Bruni – our
thanks to them all!
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In Alan’s time as Chairman, the Society built up a programme of social events, including occasional Dinners with our own cabaret. Here he
is as one member of a trio of Hen-Pecked Husbands, with Mike Hussey (left) and John Mackenzie-Corby (right). So popular was this
act that it was reprised in subsequent years, with others clamouring to join the line-up!
Marian Heath became Chair after Alan’s departure for the West Country and remained in post for four years before taking a wellearned retirement and handing over to our current Chairman, David Pollak, who writes below of his joy in music in its many forms.

Before assuming the role of Chairman in 2016, David was the Society’s Vice Chairman for several years.
My joining the Watford Philharmonic Society in 2000 (or was it 2001?) was the result of a misunderstanding.
Pat Hancox, wife of David Hancox who, at the time, was chairman of the Society, called at our home in
Cassiobury, collecting for the Peace Hospice. Pat and my wife, Karen, got chatting and eventually the
conversation turned to music and singing. When Karen told Pat that her husband (me) was a tenor, Pat got
very excited. I was upstairs doing some work when I heard Karen call up saying ‘there’s a lady at the door
looking for a tenor’. I had earlier heard that the caller was looking for donations so I called down ‘give her a
fiver!’ The rest, as they say, is history.
My musical heritage came down to me from my grandfather who was a professional singer and musician who
also conducted the local orchestra in Halle (in Germany, not Manchester). I was brought up to play first, violin;
then piano; a short interlude on the timpani and finally guitar. Violin and piano were learned with a teacher
and my lessons were almost exclusively classical. The same cannot be said of my guitar playing which is selftaught and, but for a short period at College in my early 20s when I tried my hand at classical guitar, has been largely folk, rock and country.
All three instruments were vehicles to accompany myself and others singing and it is that which finally delivered me into the musical paradise
that is the Watford Philharmonic Society.
Singing and performing on stage has been second nature to me for as long as I can remember. Friends and family gauge my mood by what I am
whistling, especially when making tea and coffee after a dinner party. I couldn’t tell you what tunes they are since most of them are made up
and instantly forgotten. However, it’s what keeps me going and I couldn’t imagine life without music.
Notable singing performances that I remember include playing an old man in a school play of Oliver Twist at the age of 10; singing my barmitzvah
(Jewish confirmation at the age of 13) portion in synagogue while my grandfather (the rabbi) nervously stood next to me mopping himself
down with a towel; leading a sing-a-long with passengers on a charter flight to Israel when I was about 21 (you could do that in those days);
singing my speech to my bride on our wedding day; performing the mezzo soprano part (What??? Ed.) of the spider in the The Spider and the
Fly, a duet with words by G. Hubi Newcombe and music by Seymour Smith; my first and only performance at the Royal Albert Hall as one of
a thousand singers performing Verdi’s Requiem; our singing The Armed Man at the Watford Colosseum under the baton of Terry Edwards – one
of the most exhilarating performances amongst many I have enjoyed with the Society; and numerous singing engagements for audiences of all
ages over the last 50+ years. My most recent “band” called The Plonkers (another story) has now been playing for about 10 years and until
Covid19 struck, performed about 40 gigs a year. We’re still holding regular, socially distanced rehearsals which our wives prefer to call
extended lunches. However, the music is the glue that keeps us together. We’re still waiting to sign up The Plonkers for a WPS gig! (Ed.)
Given my time again, I ask myself if I would have chosen a career in music and the answer is probably no. Music, the playing of an instrument
and singing is a joy, especially when it is performed for its own sake and, in my opinion, can lose some of that appeal when it becomes one’s
bread and butter. That is not to say that professional musicians cannot get the same pleasure from making music as we amateurs. It’s simply
that I enjoy music not as a means to an end but as an end in itself. I suspect that this applies to many or most of us who are privileged to call
ourselves members of the Watford Philharmonic Society. Let the music play on!

More from the Archives
The last issue of Corona Chronicle made reference to the Society’s music library and archive, currently stored in The Bunker. Alongside
miscellaneous administrative records, accounts, press cuttings and other ephemera, we have a surprisingly extensive collection of concert
programmes charting the history of the Society from 1935 when it began to take shape in its present form.
There has been a choral society in Watford for well over one hundred years, known first as the Oratorio Society and subsequently as the
Choral Union. In 1935, to mark the Silver Jubilee of King George V and Queen Mary, Leslie Regan, the indomitable Principal of the
Watford School of Music, organised a musical festival in the town as a fitting celebration to mark the occasion.
The Choral Union was to be joined by several other local choirs to form The Watford Jubilee Choir, with a combined force of around 200
voices and a largely amateur orchestra accompanying them. Together they presented a concert in the Plaza Cinema on May 12 th 1935,
conducted by the great Sir Henry Wood whose services had been enlisted by his friend – Leslie Regan. The programme consisted of
works by three of the greatest 20th Century English composers – Elgar, Holst and Delius – all of whom had died during the previous year.
Here is what Leslie Regan wrote in the printed programme, expressing a hope that the choir formed for that occasion would go on to
become ‘of permanent value’ to the town!

Sir Henry’s association with the event guaranteed its success, and so inspired the participants that they did indeed create a new and
permanent society of singers and instrumentalists, with Sir Henry as its first President. Performing as the Watford & District Philharmonic
Society, its inaugural concert was held in 1940 with Leslie Regan conducting in the new and acoustically-acclaimed Town Hall – more
familiar to us now as The Colosseum. Eventually the name of the Society was abbreviated to Watford Philharmonic, Leslie Regan continuing
as its conductor until 1967.
Since then, the Society has been particularly well-served by its principal conductors, with whom long-standing and fruitful associations have
been formed. Graham Garton succeeded Leslie Regan, holding the post until 1989. He was followed by Gordon Fairbairn, James
Kelleher, Stuart Dunlop and Terry Edwards, who held the post from 2006 until 2014 when Michael took up the baton.
Working through the collection of concert programmes, we have been thrilled to discover many great artists – internationally celebrated in
their era – who shared the concert platform with our own musicians. Here are some of them, whose images are featured on Page 1.
Artist
Clifford Curzon (pianist)
Dennis Brain (horn)
Myra Hess (pianist)
Solomon (pianist)
Benno Moseivitsch (pianist)
Ida Haendel (violinist)
Isobel Baillie (soprano)
Sheila Armstrong (soprano)
Owen Brannigan (bass)

Dates
1907-1982
1921-1957
1890-1965
1902-1988
1890-1963
1923-2020
1895-1983
19421908-1973

Performances with WPS
1942
1942
1942
1942; 1943
1942; 1943
1944;1945
1943; 1946; 1953
1965; 1973
1954;1956;1957;1959;1960;1964;1965

Clearly, the early 1940s were vintage
years! Perhaps the newly refurbished
Town Hall with its fine acoustic was
something of a lure – especially for
those artists living close to London?
The programme on the left belongs to
our own Michael Hussey, whose
mother sang in the choir at the time –
an orchestral concert featuring both
Clifford Curzon and Dennis Brain
on the same platform must have been a
very special event. Michael’s copy of
the programme is now somewhat
battered – but it actually bears
Curzon’s signature!
The advance notice of a forthcoming
choral concert a few days later listed
another world-famous artist – Isobel
Baillie – amongst the soloists.
Graham Wheeler recalls meeting
her many years later at the Hampstead
Music Club in the mid-seventies and
shares his memories of that occasion
below.

Graham’s encounter with Isobel Baillie
One of our members, Joan, had been her pupil. The training showed: each time Joan sang at one of the Members’ Concerts her
performance was immaculate. Not for her a few loose copies: everything was from memory and elegantly phrased. At the next season’s
planning meeting she suggested asking her teacher to come and give us a talk.
So, this frail old lady, in her late seventies, or maybe early eighties came and spoke to us. This was Isobel Baillie. I can’t remember
everything, but there was a section on how to stand and prepare to sing. Feet apart, slightly more than hip-width, feet turned our slightly:
all to provide a stable, balanced, well-centred posture, essential for singing. There was also the very objective account of how, as she grew
older, the voice didn’t do everything it formerly could do. Sometimes a particular high note gave difficulties. She was quite ruthless: “I
would drop that item from my repertoire”.
She spoke for maybe 15 or 20 minutes. She had the quiet totally assured manner of someone who spoke with authority – the authority of
experience. Her speaking voice still had the flattened vowels of her north of England background. (She came from Hawick on the Scottish
Borders but spent some of her youth in Manchester). She was very down-to-earth. She didn’t drop names or tell of her great triumphs or
take us touring through her great career. We all knew who she was and at that time her recordings were frequently heard, especially
singing the soprano solos in Messiah and even more especially ‘I know that my Redeemer liveth’. Had the phrase been in use at the time, she
would have been a ‘national treasure’.
Suddenly, just as we were settling into a comfortable ‘national treasure’ mode, she said something that made us realise she was a much
greater figure. Apropos of something about voice production, she mentioned that Toscanini had said to her ‘I like the way you sing, right
in the middle of the note’. She had sung the Brahms Requiem with Toscanini in the Hollywood Bowl. She was more than a British oratorio
singer – this was a national treasure with a well-deserved international reputation.

Isobel Baillie herself claimed to have sung in Messiah over 1,000 times in her career and her recording of the aria I know that my Redeemer liveth
was a popular choice on radio request programmes such as Family Favourites, These you have Loved and Desert Island Discs. (Ed.)

Music has played a big part in the lives of Edgar & Eleanor Anderson. I love that Eleanor was lured here from Canada by the serenading
charms of a charismatic Scottish troubadour! 50 years on, all seems to have worked out pretty well!

Edgar (bass)
I was born into a choir-singing family, in that my father, three of his siblings, and my grandfather, in 1924 were founder members of Falkirk
Select Choir, self-selected I suspect, and now called Falkirk Caledonia Choir. By the time I can remember, they had all left because they
didn’t get on with the second conductor. There were still some of their scores in our piano stool, in tonic solfa. Is this still used and useful,
these days?
We all went to church every Sunday and I became pretty familiar with the Scottish Church Hymnary 1928 and the Psalter, but we only sang
unison which I learned by following the organ, so I ignored the written music except when playing piano. At the end of the 1940s we had a
new organist who wanted to set up a children’s choir, so my brother and I were sent along. It only lasted two years but various songs have
stayed with me, for I always had a good memory for words and for good tunes. I can still sing through ‘Nymphs and Shepherds’, ‘Non Nobis
Domine’ and various Scottish traditional Choir songs. We also sang in primary school and I remember ‘Come, See where Golden-hearted
Spring…’ I rather think others might recall similar hymn books and song collections familiar to us in our youth!
Anyone else remember the News Chronicle Song Book? (Ed).
Thereafter singing was important for me and I did a lot informally, supported by guitar, but I did not sing in a
choir until my children were in Rickmansworth School in the late 1980s. Chris Weaver, the music master, had a
Parents’ Choir every year for the Christmas and Final Concerts to supplement the Senior Choir, singing, not quite
as well, the sort of music that Watford Phil might sing. I and my wife Eleanor are not the only members of our
choir to have sung for Chris Weaver. When we both retired about 2005/06, we decided to join a choir and a
friend who knew Terry Edwards told us that he was to be the Conductor at Watford Phil. We shamefully knew
nothing of that ‘scene’, never having attended a concert although living in the area since 1970. It has wonderfully
satisfied our singing needs ever since.

Eleanor (soprano)
Unlike Edgar, my family was not a choir singing one, but both church and school had choirs
which I loved being in. In my final two years at the University of Victoria in Canada, I
joined the choir. We were privileged with an enthusiastic young conductor and sang both
The Dream of Gerontius and St. Matthew Passion with the city’s Philharmonic Orchestra. That
sadly was then the end of my singing for many years as further studies, work, marriage and
family took over my life. I came to the UK in 1969 being drawn here by a charismatic
Scotsman I had met in Pasadena. Among other attributes, he was self-taught on the guitar,
serenading me with Scottish Folk songs, 1960’s rock songs as well as a cornucopia of other
songs – student, scout, French, etc. I cooked or did the dishes and sang along. He loved
singing, often sitting at the piano of an evening singing hymns at the top of his voice – he
still does this! When we had two children, Edgar’s joy of singing had us often singing and
harmonising together as a family – with an eclectic repertoire. Edgar’s story above tells
how we then went on to sing in the Rickmansworth School Parents’ Choir. One year the whole family was in the choir together; another
time, in the choir and orchestra. And finally, fourteen years ago now, we joined our wonderful Watford Phil.

On the right is an intriguing piece sent in by Rosemary Mackenzie-Corby. Perhaps
Edgar – or his family – might like to consider which square on the grid most accurately
describes his hymn singing! Or maybe Michael could idle away some time re-writing it
to accommodate his own collection of vocal evils such as misapplied diphthongs?
Whichever square you think you might be in, there’s no doubt about what we all do!

Multi-talented Sophie Crump is one of our newer members. Not only is she a very versatile musician but she also looks after the
Watford Philharmonic Society’s closed Facebook page which has proved a popular place to share information amongst members. 53
people have joined since we set it up last March. If you are not yet one of them, do consider signing up – even if you have to hold your
nose a bit in consideration of Mark Zuckerberg et al! To join, go to https://www.facebook.com/groups/625783124932009/
Sophie’s paper flowers (pictured below) look stunning! She may be prepared to take commissions.

I joined the choir in January of this year after moving to Watford in November 2019, so managed only a little singing before the world went
to pot. I was super excited to sing Handel’s Messiah in its entirety as I’d only done sections before and because I had worked at Handel &
Hendrix in London (previously Handel House) and love all things Handel.
I’ve been singing for most of my life, starting with my church choir and then joining school and university choirs.
This picture is of me aged 7 when my choir went to sing at Portsmouth cathedral for a week in the summer. Since
then I have sung in numerous cathedrals around the country with my home choir, as well as in Berlin with my
university choir. My absolute singing highlights were being head chorister for my choir when we sang at
Canterbury cathedral and again at Westminster Abbey!
Outside of singing, but keeping with the musical theme, I play the bass
clarinet and percussion in the London Video Game Orchestra
(check us out on Youtube!). I only picked up playing percussion in the
last 18 months but I’ve been playing the clarinet for years and my bass
clarinet, named Val, is one of my prize possessions. My top 3 favourite
music genres, both to listen and perform, are folk, musical theatre,
and film soundtracks. I would have to include almost any work by
James Newton Howard or John Powell on my
Desert Island Discs.
In my everyday life I work at the British Museum,
where I look after the lithics collection (i.e. stone
tools and anything made out of flint). I’ve been back
at work for almost 2 months now and luckily none of my objects went walkabout like in Night
at the Museum.
Lockdown was very quiet for me with no music apart from the occasional recording for virtual
choirs/orchestras. Instead I turned my hand to making paper flowers out of old music and
other random paper I had lurking around my flat, which I have been gifting and now selling to
friends and family. I’m very glad life is starting to get back to normal and I can’t wait for us all
to be physically back together - there’s nothing quite like singing with a large group!

Monday evening raffle
Our Monday evening raffle makes a great contribution to Society funds. In the last 5 years it has raised the best part of £5,000 and
funded the purchase of items such as shelving for The Bunker; acoustic screens for members of our orchestra and audio equipment used by
Michael on Monday evenings as well as subsidising the required 100 Carols for Choirs collection used by all members of the choir.
As well as our current team of organisers, Valerie Proudley, Kay Leyshon, Mary Ford & John Galloway, we are greatly indebted
to Beryl Harmon, Anne O’Hara, Rosemary Ruston and Morwena Jones for their contribution to its success in recent years.

Here are three of our ‘Raffle Ladies’ from one of the recent teams – L to R: Rosemary, Beryl and Anne.
On the next page, Valerie tells of the many musical opportunities she and her husband, Malcolm have
enjoyed over the years.

Valerie (alto) and Malcolm (tenor) Proudley
My singing journey began in 1987 when I was asked by a friend to join Radlett Choral Society to
sing Bach’s St John’s Passion. Little did I know what a wonderful music journey it would become,
singing the big choral masterpieces in various churches in Hertfordshire, the magnificent St Albans
Cathedral, Westminster City Hall, Royal Festival Hall – but to me, the climax has to be the Royal
Albert Hall.
My first visit to the RAH was to the Promenade concerts over 60 years ago, and I still have a
treasured programme with Sir Malcolm Sargent’s autograph. However never, in my wildest
dreams did I know then that I would sing in this majestic hall on over 20 occasions, altogether
creating such happy memories. Our first performance there was with the Joint Choirs of
Hertfordshire. We performed Britten’s War Requiem on Remembrance Sunday in November 1994. That was really special as the poppies from
the previous evening’s service, attended by the royal family, were very prominent. Malcolm and I would also perform Verdi’s Requiem with
the Joint Choirs in November 2003.
We also sang with the Aeolian Singers (Hemel), and through that association in 2003 we were both invited to join Goldsmiths Choral Union
under their conductor Brian Wright, with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. We would become regular guests with GCU, joining annually a
500 massed voice choir for a Christmas performance of Handel’s Messiah in the Royal Albert Hall.
During the interval of our concert in December 2010, there was a “pass this message on….” in the tenors and basses and to our amazement
the bass soloist did not reappear on stage. Instead, and to the sheer delight of the complete packed hall, the gentlemen of the choir sang The
Trumpet shall Sound completely note perfect (amazing sight reading and of course unrehearsed!)
As always with conductor Brian, the Hallelujah was presto and you had to watch him. In one performance, we finished the chorus and between
the silent ending and the applause response, in that split second one man’s voice from the audience just said “bl..dy marvellous” and with that
the 5272 (sold out) audience burst into amazing applause – it was spine chilling.
Unfortunately, in 2018 promoters Raymond Gubbay Ltd lost the contract for this annual event and it has now moved to the Festival Hall,
where of course the stage is much smaller. Malcolm, being a first tenor was invited (of course) but being a mere alto, I was put on the waiting
list!! Malcolm is a regular guest singer with Goldsmiths and enjoys the challenges of their concerts and singing in central London venues. This
year with this virus, it is only a memory for us all.
We also participate in the St Albans St Cecilia Festival Chorus which consists of Radlett Choral Society, Hardynge Choir (Harpenden) and St
Albans Chamber Choir, always accompanied by the St Albans Symphony Orchestra. This collection of musicians performs every two years in
St Albans Cathedral. The benefit of this arrangement is that the joint choirs can perform large works and share the expenses among the societies.
The four conductors in turn select the programme and so we have had the opportunity of singing Brahms’ German Requiem, Verdi’s Requiem and
Walton’s Belshazzar’s Feast amongst other masterpieces.
WPS is our fourth choir. We both wanted to join a larger choir to be able to sing again the big choral works, with a professional orchestra and
we have not been disappointed.
All music is a joy; but singing makes you forget your troubles and enables you to give something to an audience. Several pieces of music have
had an emotional effect on me over the years and when the opportunity came to learn and sing Morten Lauridsen’s O Magnum Mysterium, I was
in heaven. We sounded perfect and I wish we could sing this short piece every Christmas (from memory) making it the WPS anthem. It was
such a moving experience, and I will never forget it. In fact, it would have to be one of my Desert Island choices.
May I take this opportunity of thanking Kay, Mary and John who help with the raffle each Monday evening. I am delighted to say we have
given the society £2889 in the last three years Wow! What an achievement! (Ed.) Please continue to support the raffle with buying tickets
and donating any unwanted Christmas and birthday gifts. Hopefully sometime in 2021 we will be back at the Girls School and again, and
Michael will be making me laugh when he calls the winning tickets numbers. Thank you for buying yours.

Stop Press
Our Patron, Andrew Shore has recently recorded a lunchtime recital for Bristol University, available on their YouTube
channel. Andrew selects favourites from his operatic repertoire to present and talk about in a most entertaining and informative
manner. Click on this link. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hDmkrt4gwU

